
King 2 Land Spaces

The King may summon figures on 
to the his space (if it is half vacant) 
or an adjacent vacant or half vacant 
space for 2 AP.
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Building a Palace 
grants 9 VP.

Character 
Icon

Movement Unique Ability Structures Built by the 
Character

Immediate 
Scoring

Villager 3 Land Spaces

Both Villagers may be summoned by 
the King at the same time for 2 AP.

Building a House 
grants 1 VP.

Artisan 3 Land Spaces

The Artisan must be paired up with 
other characters to build specific 
advanced structures.

Building a Fountain 
grants 5 VP.

Knight 3 Land Spaces

The Knight may attack 1 adjacent 
character belonging to an opponent 
for 1 AP. Move the Knight to the King’s 
space (if half vacant) or a vacant or half 
vacant space adjacent to the King. 

Building a Battlement 
grants 1 VP. Attacking 
a character grants 1 
VP.

Warlock 3 Land Spaces 
(or own Towers)

The Warlock is required to cast 
certain spells (see each individual 
spell’s card). The Warlock may not 
be stolen from or attacked.

Building a Tower 
grants 1 VP per block 
added.

Thief
5 Land Spaces 

(May move on any space 
with a wall)

The Thief may steal AP tokens 
with the bag symbol by ending its 
movement on the space with an 
opponent’s character.

None

Horse
4 Land Spaces for 0 AP. 
Horses may jump over a 

single wall. Each Horse may 
only move once per turn.

Both Horses may be summoned by 
the King at the same time for 2 AP.
The Horses may carry one of your 
characters that is paired with them. 

Horses may not build any structures.

None

Summary Sheet

(Must be paired 
with the Artisan)

(Must be paired 
with the Artisan)

(Cost 5 AP to 
build)

(Must be paired 
with the Artisan)



1. Check Thief’s Kitty. If your stolen Action Points (AP) token is present, 
return it to your supply of AP tokens. 

2. Check spell cards. If your Mana is present, return it to your supply. 

3. Flip all of your AP tokens to their active sides. 

4. Perform the following in any order (optional) 

•	 Spend	AP	to	activate	character	figures
•	 Move Horses
•	 Move Ship 

5.     Pass play to the next player.

• Spend AP to summon characters from your supply area (using your 
King)

• Spend AP to move your characters
• Move Horses
• Move Ship 
•	 Throw AP tokens into your Fountain for 2 VP each (with Artisan on 

the board)

Additional Final Scoring

In addition to the final scoring for structures, the players can score points for having 
tree tiles in their supplies and meeting the conditions on the 2 Scoring Cards in 
play. Note: Some Scoring Cards can make players lose VP as well.

Ship Movement

Cost 0 AP to move a Ship any number of vacant sea spaces in the same quarter of 
the board. It cost 1 AP to move a Ship to any sea space in an adjacent quarter of 
the board.

Final Scoring
With Thief on Wall: 1 VP 
per Wall tile (all colors). 
If tied, round down and 
divide VP equally.

Number of adjacent 
Battlements squared 
grants VP (5x5 
max) with a Knight 
adjacent.

With Warlock on 
Tower: all equal and 
lesser height Towers 
scores 1 VP per 
level.

Each Palace with 
King adjacent scores 
9 VP.

Score 1 VP for every 
two Tree Tokens.

Each House with 
Villager adjacent 
scores 9 VP.

Adjacent Artisan may 
throw AP tokens into 
Fountain for 2 VP 
each. (Final round 
only)

Pasture with at least 1 
Horse enclosed: 2 VP per 
visible meadow space/ 1 
VP per visible split terrain 
space.

1. Flip all of your AP tokens to their active sides. 

2. Perform the following in any order (optional): 

3.      Pass play to the next player.

Note: During the crowning round, no characters may be activated to 
build structures. In addition, Knights cannot attack, Thieves cannot 
steal, and Warlocks cannot cast spells.

Crowning Round

Building Round


